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is devoted to development of transactions, monitoring visitors at points of sales
terminals, visitors queues and flows management,
estimation an amount of visitors etc. It would be important
to note, that these systems are able to operate in a

completely automatic mode and at most cases an operators
interferences are not required, wherein they provide a

records and registrations of all events and videofragments
at any time and place of a trading centers, operations of
different kinds of videoanalysis and motion detecting
systems and so on.

For marketing purposes there are different possible
options of how to use information from the video
archives. First of all, that is an instant messaging and
notification (for example a critical increasing of visitors
amount in a queue at some period of time) and
administrative functions such as: reporting that is based on
data stored in a databases over time.

The goal of this thesis is to provide a review of a
design and implementation our method, that allows an
analyzing and registration a densities of visitors queues in
trade centers near points of sales terminals in a scope of
real time. An information that detector provides, allows
management of commercial facilities to make decisions
about an optimizing working schedule of a services stuff,
reconfiguration of trading points, increasing or decreasing
the number of service points etc. Our method is based on a
density estimation of visitors (foreground objects) in some
predefined area of interest of videostreams frame. It takes
into account only those visitors that are staying in video
frame given area over time. The method operates with an
input data that are videoframes estimated from
videostreams of one or more fixed surveillance cameras
that are mounted over cash terminals.

lI. PRoer-BN4 STATEMENT AND RELATED RESEARCH

WORKS

An implementation of visitors queue density analysis
method involves and can be decomposed to such tasks as

estimation of a queue density value in real time and
estimation of service stuff eftciency. Previous scientific
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researches that were provided in order to solve this task
concentrated on estimation of the amount of visitors and
analyzing a process their motion. Nowadays were
proposed several approaches ofsolving a people counting
task. One ofthese approaches is based on tracking people
during their movement from one area of frame to the
other.

In [] a tracking of objects that are obtained from
motion detection process is provided. Another approach is
based on detection and recognition structure ofobjects [2].
The main goal of these approaches is foreground blobs
detection that are representing people by identifing their
athibutes such as heads, feet or silhouettes. Also, it will be
appropriate to note, that these methods are especially
suitable for counting people in some situations such as
crowds. These methods are based on clustering feature
points and identification. of each moving object in the
crowd due to an independent movement of these objects.

Most commonly, for automatic people counting
purposes the surveillance cameras, which are mounted
above the plane of movement (e.g. ceiling) are used. This
significantly simplifies the task of counting, by
simplifying construction of model and also eliminates
occlusions during moving of objects. For example, in [2]
is given a method that is based on detecting people'i
heads, but it is substantially depends from a hair color
and clothes, and also. The shape ofhuman's head cannot
be regarded as easily recognizable.

In [3] the method of counting people in a crowded
domain is given. This method can be suitable to count
people within cameras located above the head for
example at the entrance of transports (such as buses).
System based on this method requires three lines with a
specific color. As long as people are getting into a
transport, horizontal lines of each frame are filled into
separate stacks. When the door is closed, an analysis of
these stacks and people counting process is provided.
Counting of people is performed using some
mathematical morphology methods for separating blobs
on binary masks of a frames. This method does not
require a fulI sequence of frames and a special
background color to make calculation because the method
works in a scope of real time. In [4] purposed an
algorithm that provides an analyses of two lines. Thus, a
blob selection is based on segmentation that uses a
discrete cosine transform. Blobs separations are
performed on the basis of morphological operations, and
their calculation is based on determination of the lines
that blob crosses at first.

In [5] an approach based on Markov random fields for
segmentation of moving objects and background modeling
and spatial constraints was used. In [6] given review ofa
system that determines inhomogeneous moving objects
and uses a mixture of dynamic texfure models
segmentation. in [7] given a method that is based on
tracking motion of moving objects contours groups. This
method based on transformation parameters between

frame and calibration parameters of
of methods is based on direct detecrim d
frame. These methods can be
categories: full object detection mC
detection. Method described in [8]. b
probabilistic segmentation patterns and
In [9] a set of detectors usinq AdaBm
This approach uses Haar wavelets used n
In [10] presented an algorithm that
object into seven parts and Viola-Jones
determine the orientation of these

ll ll splits object into several parts and fo
wavelet feafures.

In summary, we can conclude rhar m
appearance approach is used, that
preprocessing and training state. Tbm
highly dependent from human models
some cases are not compatible with d
blob occlusions, illirmination changer
and so on. The training processc$
complicated [3] and therefore increasr
and maintenance costs.

M. REQUIREMENTS AND

Al input frame for a density anallsb
method can be estimated from any
resolution videosequences or from DSF
Nowadays, the most common types of
transmit video frames within a frequenry
per second and with resolution up to ll
transfer, an input irnage is compresscd
MPEG-4 or H.264 sheaming r-ido
tbchniques. A software implementaticn
method that supports RTSP protocol
remotely manage the flow of data
providing the ability to execute
to files on remote server.

Ar example of input frame and
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rtwork camera (Fig. l) should be placed at
l*i-2 m above obiects of hterest, and have an

m maintain a statistical model when the scene

is the scene devoid of foreground objects,
a change in input frame. which is a

B(x,y). A pixel format of an input image
lP-camera required to be RGB24 and with

n 5 MPixels. Then a frame is pre-processrng
irs size to 704x576 and by transforming it to

A rectangular area ofinterest can be any
be located nearby point of sales terminal.

IV. METHODDESCRIPTION

localizes blob on the zone of interest, it
a construction of binary mask in order to
in the area of interest. At first. an input

be converted to HSV color space and then the
nust be separated. For a spited channel V
estimation is provided by constructing a

using algorithm that consists of5 steps:

hitialization of orisinal model backeround
B,(x, y) is generated at time t is

splitting an input frame I(x, y) to blocks of
For each block calculated difference in pixel
previous and current frame and determining

b a number of stable

in previous and current
ing background model
containins 95-100 %

model by using selective

d pixel of video frame

rl-l elements, in which
is recorded, and the

lEd in the initial model

b rep l. The value of the

order, and the search

of the cyclical buffer.
H*. y) is by replacing its

h 6e middle element of

Idterns operator. For the

are used. This operator for each block estimated cn step 2
provides labeling of its pixels using threshold the

neighborhood ofeach pixel that is a center value ofa local
3x3 window:

where (x,, y.) - coordinates of central pixel, gt- value of
P neighborhood pixels, g" - is equal to a pixel value in the
center (x., y.). the function L can be defined as follows:

fo.x < o.
r(x) = 

1 
',; =;' 

(2)

In general, the local binary pattems use a s5rmmetrical

set ofneighbors. In this case, gp corresponds to the values
of P-equals in space pixels located on a circle with radius

R. The histogram of the local binary pattems codes is
calculated over all block of image and it can be used as

descriptor of block texture. As showa in (l), local binary
patterns are invariant to monotonic changes in pixel
values.

Figure 2. Input located areai:ffi;ktjl;t mask and value of binary

Step 4. Using conditional morphological filtering
operators. The first morphological operation that is used

for binary mask processing is erosion. This is a basic

operation and its main task is to erode boundaries
predefined area of a set of foreground pixels. Let X is a
subset of E and lets denote the structure element B. The

morphological erosion is defined by:

T(x",!,) -lzr tlgo - g) , (1)

located nearby

6e local binary patterns

161

t6n={,1(a),Ex}, (3)



Using this operation, all sets of pixels which can

entirely contain the structure element B will be contained

in the eroded object.
The second operation that is implemented for a binary

mask processing is a dilatation and its primary feature is to

grow the boundaries the sets offoreground regions:

The results of algorithm implementation are shown in
Fig.2.

Step 5. Moving objects area estimation' At this step we

provide an area computation of each segmented objects

within binary mask. Area estimation of each objects is

based on computation of their variance at current and

previous frames. To compute areas of moving objects a

method that is based on chain codes is used:

where n - length of chain, cix, ciy - x and y components at

i-th element of chain c; (ci1, ciy € (1, 0, 1), that denotes to

coordinate changes x and y), !r-r - y-coordinate of initial
point at chain element c1 in predefined coordinate system.

Segmented moving object is considered to be selected if
the area ratio in the current frame to the previous frame

does not greater then a predefined tkeshold that can be

chosen in accordance to area of interest dimensions.

V. CoNcLusloNs

For a proper system operation of software, users PC

must rneet following hardware requirements: CPU

frequency of at least 2GHz, RAM: 2 GB. Videostreams

can be captured from such devices as: compression cards;

Hikvision DS4000HCI/DS4200HCI or ILDVR VEC04/08
or from network cameras or digital video recording
devices that support standard video playback and transfer

ONVIF; The system operates on PCs with Microsoft
Windows XPl7l8ll} operating systems and database

management system MySQL version 5.2 or higher [14].
The results of queue analysis are stored on MySQL

database server and can be represented with histograms

(Fig.3).
To connect to the server user must select servers IP

address and port and enter user name and password. If
connection succeeded, by default result data will be

plotted and displayed for a current day. User can display
data for any time interval with histograms steps: by
month, weeks, days, hours or minutes and for any video
channel from which results were recorded. Also
previewing data module contains some functions that
allows to save a displayed data to XLS, HTML, CSV and

image files.

Figure 3. Queue density analysis resch
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